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Soft Touch
Naturals
• Knot-Free
• Tapened Tips
• Ultra Lightweight

• Super Soft
• Blend Naturally

Each lash hair is uniquely designed with knot free base which 
makes application seamless alomg natural lashes. They are 
lightweight and tapered at the ends resulting in a perfectly 
flawless lash look that blends naturally with your own lashes.

Available in: Short, Medium, Long.  $7.95 each
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An Innovation in Lash Wear Technology

Soft Touch

• Ultra-soft lash fibers
• Tapered lash tips create the most natural look
• Lightweight and comfortable to wear styles
• Free adhesive included with each pair of 

lashes

Ardell’s new Soft Touch lashes 
introduce an innovative technology 
with the most ultra-soft lash fibers. 
Each fiber is uniquely designed 
with a denser base which gradually 
becomes ‘NER’ the tip. The tapered 
end of each lash mimics the 
appearance of natural eyelashes 
resulting in a perfectly seamless lash 
look.

Available: 150, 151, 152  $7.95 each
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Double
Naturals

Bigger is better!
Achieve a celebrity lash look
Double the thickness for ever fuller, 
more dramatic lashes.
Knot-free for subtle, natural lash line.

Available In: Short, Medium, Long.  $8.95 each
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Double
Knotted
Flares

Features and Benefits
Knotted at the base
2X’s the number of lash fibers
per individual cluster
Available in short, medium
and long lengths $8.95 each

Ardell’s best selling Double Individuals are now available in knotted flares. 
Double Knotted Individuals contain 20 strands per individual compared to 10 
strands in the regular knotted flares. Use more or less individuals with varying 
lengths for a custom lash look. Available in 3 lengths - short, mediun and long.
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Double Up

NEW! Double up: Double Wispies, 207, Top & Bottom. $12.95 each

NEW
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TRIO LASH3-IN-1

Individual Trios
3 Individual In One

Three individual lashes on one band
Faster, easier method of applying individual lashes
Available in short, medium and long lengths

With Individual Trios, individual  lash application has naver been faster or easier! 
Ardell’s Individual Trios combine three individual lashes onto one lash band, 
making the process of applying individuals three times faster. A wider lash base 
surface area on the trios makes it easier to grip with tweezers and apply to the lash 
line. From natural to dramatic, the most custom lash look can be achieved using 
various lengths and layering. Available in short, medium and long. $6.95 each
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ADHESIVES 
• Lashfree Remover 2fl oz $11.95
• Lashfree Remover 5ml $7.95
• Lashtite Adhesives Clear 3.5g $7.95 
• Lashtite Adhesive Dark 3.5g $7.95 
• Lashtite Adhesive Clear 21g $9.95  
• Lashtite Adhesive Dark 21g $9.95  
• Lashgrip Strip Adhesive Clear $7.95  
• Lashgrip Strip Adhesive Dark $7.95  

Flared Knot-free Individual Lashes $6.95ea
Long Black, Medium Black, Short Black, Combo Black
Long Brown, Medium Brown, Short Brown, Combo Brown.

Flared Individual Lashes $6.95ea
Long Black, Medium Black, Short Black,  
Medium Brown, Short Brown.

Individual Lashes $6.95ea
Add instant volume and thickness to thin lashes.
Short Black, Medium Black.
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Natural Lashes $6.95
Natural looking lashes for everyday wear.

• Two new additions to the best 
selling Wispies lash collection

• Baby styles are exactly like 
the Natural Wispies and Demi 
Wispies with shorter lash lengths

• Lashes feature the signature 
Wispies curl and feathered look

Natural Baby
Wispies

Baby Demi
Wispies

&NEW
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Edgy Lashes $6.95
401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406

Colour Impact $7.95
110: Wine, Green, Blue
Demi Wispies: Wine, Plum, Blue

Runway Lashes $7.95
Glamorise your eyes with thicker and decorated lashes
Gisele Black, Naomi Black, Beautiful, Claudia Black, 
Flirty, Shimmer, Fun, Pretty, Daisy Black, Sparkles, Tyra 
Black, Fancy
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ACCENT LASHES $6.95
Choose from a collection of Ardell Accents featuring half 
lashes to fit your eyes and mood.
6 styles: 301, 305, 308, 311, 315, 318

LASH LITES $6.95
Available in 6 light weight and comfortable styles:
330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335

CORSET LASHES $6.95
The Corset lash's sexy, crisscross pattern adds fullness, 
length and width.  
6 styles: 500, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505
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SELF ADHESIVE LASHES $12.95
No messy glue required! Light-weight, comfortable and easy (only 2 steps) to apply. Ardell’s Self-Adhesive lashes combine fashion with function for a quick and convenient 

way to have the long, luscious lashes we all wish we were born with. An extra pair of self-adhesive strips is included. 3 styles: 110S, 105S, Demi Wispies

      CURVY LASHES $6.95
Outer flare creates a cat-eye effect, a very popular makeup trend. Curves are in with 3 styles to choose from: 410, 411, 413. Shorter length at inner eye 

makes the lash comfortable to wear. 

DOUBLE UP LASHES $12.95
The NEW Double Up Lash innovation combines 2 styles in 1! The bottom lash adds fullness and the top lash adds flare for an incredibly astonishing lash look for twice the 

drama, twice the intensity and twice the fun. 6 styles: 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206
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BROW COLLECTION



Mechanical Brow Pencils

Wide edge to fill-in, define and outline brows
Fine tip to create precise lines that mimic real 
hair and create tail end of brow

Designed with a unique, 
triangular tip.

$9.95 each

Brow Pomades

Combines the benefits of a powder, pencil and gel
Highly pigmented, smudge-free formula

Sculpt, fill-in and set brows in 
place all day

$14.95 each

Dark Brown
For Dark Brown to Black 
Hair

Medium Brown
For Ash Blonde to 
Medium Brown Hair

Blonde
For Blonde and Gray Hair

The spoolie 
blends
color and 
grooms brows

Use the angled 
brush to create 
clean, precise 
lines and for 
easy shading

1. Brush brow hairs 
upward using the spoolie 
end of the brush.

2. Using the angled tip 
brush, outline the bottom 
and top of your brow 
with a small amount of 
product.

3. Lightly fill in brow. Stay 
within the outline and 
extend where needed.

4. Using the spoolie, 
gently blend and pull 
color through to fill in 
any gaps.

1. Fill in sparse areas of the 
brow with the fine pointed 
side of the tip.

2. Lightly fill in brow with 
the flat side of the tip.

3. Using the spoolie end, 
gently blend and pull 
color through to fill in 
any gaps.

3 BROW PRODUCTS IN 1

CREATE YOUR PERFECT BROW SHAPE

     AVAILABLE IN:
• BLONDE
• MEDIUM BROWN
• DARK BROWN
• SOFT BLACK

     AVAILABLE IN:
• BLONDE
• MEDIUM BROWN
• DARK BROWN
• SOFT BLACK
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Brow Defining Kit

3 shades that can be used on their own or blended 
together for a custom color
Highlighter applied under the brow arch gives eyes 
an instant lift

Brow Defining Palette

Wax Grooming Pencil
Sets brows to last all day

Brow Brush
Fills, defines and grooms brows

1. Blend: Using the slanted 
end of the duo brush, 
fill in brows with powder. 
Custom mix the three 
colors for a natural shade.

2. Groom: Use the spoolie 
brush to comb back 
the brows. Apply wax 
grooming pencil to set 
the color and shape of 
brows.

3. Highlight: Sweep 
highlighter along the brow 
arch and blend outward 
to lift and accentuate 
the eyes.

BROW POWER COLLECTION RETAIL DISPLAY

New 28pc Brow Display 1
Mechanical Brow
Pencil Med Brown 4

Mechanical Brow
Pencil Dark Brown 4

Mechanical Brow
Pencil Soft Black - NEW 4

Brow Pomade with
Brush Med Brown 4

Brow Pomade with
Brush Dark Brown 4

Brow Pomade with
Brush Soft Black - NEW 4

Brow Dening Kit 4

28 Piece Brow Display $378.60 28 Piece Brow Display

FILL-IN SHAPE, NIGHTLIGHT BROWS LIKE A PRO

$19.95
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Brow Magic 
$12.95 
Dual ended 
brow pencil with 
universal color 
for filling and a 
wax for setting

3 different Brow Defining Palette shades contain a duo brow powder and a highlighter powder, with brush,  
tweezers and sponge for a quick at home touch up. Available in: light, medium, dark palettes.

BROW PALETTES $19.95

BROW POWDERS $12.95 

LASH MAGIC 
$9.95
To blend faux lashes 
with natural lashes 
for the perfect seam-
less look.

Soft Taupe Medium Brown Dark Brown Soft Black

HEATED CURLER $24.95
For faux lashes, does not crimp the 
lashes, just curls them.

Dual Lash Applicator 
$8.95
• Curved end for flawless 

application
• Angled tip to secure 

lashes

LASH APPLICATOR $8.95 
To aid in the application of lashes.

BROW STENCILS $8.95
4 styled pack of brow stencils to 
define and shape brows.

PRO LASH CURLER $12.95
No more crimping or pinching, the 
aerodynamic shape and unique spring 
technology of Ardell’s Professional 
Curler ensures an easy, natural curl 
every time.

Duo Brow Brush 
$8.95 

• Angled brush 
for easy powder 
application

• Spoolie end to 
groom brows.

LASH & BROW EXCEL 
$24.95

Revitalises and conditions 
lashes to create a  

fuller look.

BROW SCULPTING GEL  
$8.95
To tame brows.
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LASH beLONG offers a complete line of 
eyelash extensions and essentials for beautiful, 
long-lasting results. 

Dedicated to providing professional 
estheticians with an extensive, in-depth training 
program and safe, high-quality products…
LASH beLONG delivers.  

With various lash lengths and styles, 
estheticians are able to create customized 
looks to keep up with today’s trends.

Created by professionals…
for professionals



A complete professional kit that includes 
high-quality lashes, specialized tools and 
essential accessories. 
Over 200 applications per kit.
Kit CONTENTS: Individual Lashes 8mm 4,000 count, Individual 
Lashes 10mm 4,000 count, Individual Lashes 12mm 4,000 
count, Individual Lashes 14mm 4,000 count, Volume Lashes 
Style A Short 120 count, Volume Lashes Style A Medium 
120 count, Volume Lashes Style B Short 120 count, Medical 
Grade Clear Adhesive 5ml, Medical Grade Black Adhesive 
5ml, Adhesive Remover 7ml, Fine Tip Scissors 3.5”, Fine Tip 
Tweezers, Curved Tip Tweezers, Curling Tool, Applicator Sticks, 
Disposable Lash Brush/Comb, Disposable Mascara Wand, 
Lash Cushions, Medical Tape, Adhesive Dryer, LASHcare 
Cards

Kit CONTENTS: Black 8mm Lash Extensions 4,000 ct, Black 
10mm Lash Extensions 4,000 ct, Black Adhesive 5ml, Adhesive 
Remover 7ml, Practice Strip Lashes 1 set, Disposable Lash 
Brush/Comb 25 ct, Lash Cushions 5pk, Moisturising Eye Gel 
Pads 2 ct, Tape 1 ct, LASHcare Instructions 25pk.
$345.00

PROFESSIONAL KIT

This mini lash kit is a great starter for the 
beginning esthetician. Contains everything 
needed to do a full eyelash extension service.

MINI KIT

$695.00

PROFESSIONAL KITS
*Prices quoted are exclusive of NZ GST18



PROFESSIONAL KITS

BEFORE AFTER

Thicker and curlier than the 
traditional J-curl lash creating 
a natural yet dramatic look. 
The high-quality, soft faux 
mink extensions mimic natural 
lashes which feel light weight 
and comfortable, forming a 
true extension of the natural 
lash.
Packaged in convenient trays.
Lash lengths: Variety Pack
Lash diameter: 0.20 mm

$79.95 Variety Tray

$39.00 each

$89.00 4000 
Count

$69.00 120 
Count

C-CURL

$89.00 each
ADHESIVES

ADHESIVE 
REMOVER

J-CURL VOLUME

STYLE A

STYLE B

Semi-permanent, gentle 
formulas are safe around the 
eye area. Dermatologist tested 
and formaldehyde-free. The 
waterproof formulas require no 
sealers or primers.
Available in both black and 
clear.

This gentle eyelash extension 
remover safely loosens the 
adhesive bond and releases 
the synthetic lash from the 
natural lash.  

The J-curl style is a more natural curl with 
a tapered tip creating natural volume 
and length. Loosely packed in jars.

Volume extensions allow you to create 
bold lashes with incredible volume and 
fullness. Also great for thinning lashes or 
to fill in gaps. Knot-free cluster of 4 fine 
lashes. Loosely packed in jars. Available 
in 2 styles.

Lash lengths: 8mm, 10mm, 12mm, 14mm
Lash diameter: 0.15 mm

NEW
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PROFESSIONAL KITS

These tools are essential to proper lash extension application

$24.00 20 yards
LASH TAPE

$29.90 10 Count
$29.90 24 Count

$15.00
$59.00 200 Count$29.00 50 Count$29.00 50 Count

LASH CUSHIONS MOISTURIZING EYE
GEL PADS

 Adhesive DryerAPPLICATOR
STICK

MASCARD
WAND

LASH
BRUSH/COMB

$19.90 $19.90$19.90 $19.90

FINE TIP 
SCISSORS

FIN TIP
TWEEZERS

CURLING
TOOL

CURVED TIP
TWEEZERS
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VIBRANT EYEBROW EYELASH COLORING
15ml Tint Tubes $10.95

Available in: Black, Blue Black, Brown, Light Brown

Liquid Oxidant 3% 50ml $6.95
Peroxide Crème 3% 100ml $11.95

Tint Protector Papers 96count $7.95
Tint Remover 100ml $13.95

1:1
Mix Ratio

New Generation
Coloring

Blonde and Graphite

*Prices quoted are exclusive of NZ GST 21



From fashion runways to women 
everywhere, bold, well-defined brows 
continue to be one of the hottest trends 
in beauty. Brows help frame the face and 
highlight the eyes…setting a foundation 
for a youthful, fresh look. 

Ardell® makes a bold statement with 
the launch of the ultimate professional 
brow program, addressing all brow 
concerns in one single kit. Professional 
brow artists can customize the brow 
shape and thickness according to the 
client’s desired look. The semi-permanent, 
customized mixture is applied using 
feature-like strokes to fill in gaps or 
create a bold brow, then brow 
extensions are applied to sparse 
areas to create a natural look.

COMING SOON TO A SALON 
OR SPA NEAR YOU!

PROFESSIONAL BROW DESIGN 
& EXTENSION KIT
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From fashion runways to women
everywhere, bold, well-defined 
brows continue to be one of the 
hottest trends in beauty. Brows 
help frame the face andhighlight 
the eyes…setting a foundation
for a youthful, fresh look.

Ardell® makes a bold statement 
with the launch of the ultimate 
professional brow program, 
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*Contents subject to change.

PROFESSIONAL BROW DESIGN & EXTENSION KIT
Ardell® Brow allows you to customize your client’s look with bold, defined brows or to fill in 
sparse brows for a more natural look. Perfect for professional make-up artists, estheticians 
and technicians.

Black Adhesive 10ml
Clear Adhesive 10ml
Flexible Bond 10ml
Strawberry Blonde Textured Powder
Soft Taupe Textured Powder
Medium Brown Textured Powder
Dark Brown Textured Powder
Soft Black Textured Powder
Light Brown Brow Extensions 1 pk
Medium Brown Brow Extensions 1 pk
Dark Brown Brow Extensions 1 pk

$119.95
$119.95
$119.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$79.95
$79.95
$79.95

$79.95
$39.95
$14.95
$14.95
$39.95
$9.95
$12.95
$19.95
$39.95
$13.95
$24.95

$24.95
$3.95
$16.95
$18.95
N/A
N/A
$12.95
$19.95
$24.95
N/A
N/A

Black Brow Extensions 1 pk
Design Tools 6 ct
Brow Cleanse
Brow Exfoliate
Brow Erase
Brow Pencil
Dual Mixer/Spatula Tool
Plastic Rings 12 ct
Disposable Plastic Cups 60 ct
Metal Rings 3 ct
Pointed Tweezers

Curved Scissors
Glass Dish
Brow Grooming Wands 25 ct
Brow Remover Swabs 50 ct
Color Chart
Instruction Manual
Client Consultation Cards 25 pk
Salon Poster
Window Cling
Spa Headband
Black Cosmetic Bag

Kit Contains:

BEFORE AFTER
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